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During operation, wind turbines are subject to complex flows that interact with
their structure. By consequence, fluid-induced forces deform the blades (exactly
as in the case of airplane wings). As the maximum tip deflection of modern wind
turbines can be of about 10 m, blades deformation could modify significantly the
turbines wake. Therefore, given that the design of modern wind farms relies more
and more on numerical simulations, modelling and understanding the effect of blades
deformation is crucial for a further optimised design.

At the beginning of this project, along with the supervisors, the student will be
guided to improve the already present wind turbine model to take into account for
fluid-structure interaction that leads to blades deformation. Then, the focus will be
devoted to the fluid dynamics effects: how is the turbines wake recovery affected?
What are the effects on the wake instability? Is the wind farm power produced
lower/greater? Student’s personal insights and propositions will also be welcome.

The study will be conducted using state-of-the art Large Eddy Simulations (LES),
using an in-house research code that has been extensively used in our group to
simulate the interaction between wind farms and the atmosphere.

Figure 1: Fitzgerald et al., IJSMSS (2020) (left); Siemens Wind Power A/S (right).

Useful readings: Hsu and Bazilevs (2012); Sun et al. (2020); Leng et al. (2023)
(fluid-structure interaction), Stevens et al. (2014) (Large Eddy Simulations).
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